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One way to get a perspective on what God has done, is doing, and will do, is to become familiar with
the various temples of Scripture. To begin with, it is necessary to understand the four Jewish temples.
Two of these temples existed in past Jewish history. Two of these temples will exist in Israel's future.
My previous article gave a brief overview of the first two historical temples. That article concluded by
noting that the Scripture predicts a coming third temple that will be desecrated by the Antichrist.
Although the Scripture clearly predicts the reality of the coming third temple in the Tribulation period
(Dan 9:27; Matt 24:15; 2 Thess 2:4; Rev 11:1-2), much debate persists concerning how this temple will
actually be rebuilt. This article will briefly explore some of these issues.

Not A Spiritual Temple
Revelation 11:1-2 says, "I was given a reed like a measuring rod and was told, 'Go and measure the
temple of God and the altar, and count the worshipers there. But exclude the outer court; do not
measure it, because it has been given to the Gentiles. They will trample on the holy city for 42 months"
(italics added). Notice that in Revelation 11:1 John was told to measure the temple. According to
Ezekiel 40 and Zechariah 2, when God measures something, He is ascertaining the spiritual depth of His
people. Many commentators believe that God is telling John to measure the Tribulation temple to
demonstrate that this third temple will be built out of Jewish nationalistic pride rather than for genuine
spiritual reasons. Remember, at this point in the Tribulation period, the nation of Israel as a whole is
still in unbelief. This unbelief explains why John, just a few verses later, analogizes Jerusalem's spiritual
condition to the depravity of Sodom and the bondage of Egypt (Rev 11:8). This unbelief explains why
their decision to rebuild this temple will be motivated by something other than a sincere and genuine
desire to glorify God.

Times of the Gentiles
In Revelation 11:2, John was also told that the outer courts of the temple and the holy city of
Jerusalem will be trampled by the Gentiles for 42 months. This is a reference to the Times of the
Gentiles which is also mentioned in Luke 21:24. That text says, "...Jerusalem will be trampled on by the
Gentiles until the times of the Gentiles are fulfilled." The Times of the Gentiles refers to the time period
when the pagan nations of the world are able to influence or dominate Israel and Jerusalem through
the application of political pressure. The Times of the Gentiles began when the pagan power Babylon
conquered Israel and took the Jews into captivity in 586 B.C. Even after the Jews returned from
Babylonian captivity, they continued to be manipulated by more powerful Gentile nations. Rome
eventually occupied the land of Israel just prior to the time of Christ and then invaded Jerusalem in A.D.
70. When Israel became a nation again in 1948, she continued to face attack and enormous pressure
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from her hostile Arab neighbors. Even after the Jews regained control of Old Testament Jerusalem, the
Jews surrendered control of the original temple mount to the Arabic Muslims in an attempt to appease
them. The Arabs have remained the present political custodians of the temple mount. Today's
international community continues to place enormous pressure on Israel in an attempt to get her to
surrender more of her land to her hostile Arab neighbors. When Revelation 11:2 says that the outer
courts of the temple and the holy city of Jerusalem will be trampled by the Gentiles for 42 months, we
learn that the pagan nations will continue to dominate Israel and the temple courts during the
Tribulation period. This situation will not change until the second 42 months of the Tribulation period
have expired and Jesus returns to liberate national Israel and establish His kingdom in Jerusalem. At
that point, the Gentile nations will no longer be able to influence and pressure Israel. In other words,
only when Christ returns will the Times of the Gentiles be over. Thus, the Times of the Gentiles, or the
era when Israel is dominated by the world's pagan nations, represents the period between the
Babylonian conquest of 586 B.C. and the second coming of Christ.

Ready to Rebuild
Many conservative and orthodox leaders in Israel have a great desire to see the Jewish temple rebuilt.
Because so many Jews are intermarrying with Gentiles, they fear that the Jews may soon lose their
distinctiveness as a people and a culture. The temple was the center of Jewish political, cultural and
religious activity in the Old Testament. Because the temple was once the hub of Jewish national life,
they believe a rebuilt temple will enhance their goal of furthering Jewish cultural distinctiveness. As a
result, the plans have already been laid for a third Jewish temple. A visit to the Temple Institute in
Jerusalem will reveal that a miniature model of the proposed temple is already in existence.
Committees have been formed for the express purpose of seeing the temple rebuilt. Jewish priests are
being trained to perform religious duties in the temple. Priestly garb and religious utensils have already
been prepared.

The Dome of the Rock Problem
Most believe that the third temple will be rebuilt on the original temple mount where the Old
Testament temples once stood. According to the traditional view, the archeological evidence suggests
that the temple mount is located directly under the Dome of the Rock. This rock is a holy site in the
Islamic faith since it is the place where Mohammed allegedly ascended to Allah. Needless to say, any
attempt by the Jews to remove the Dome of the Rock in an attempt to rebuild their temple would
result in a holy war with their Islamic neighbors. If this traditional view is accurate, it appears unlikely
that the third Jewish temple will be rebuilt in the near future.
However, this traditional view is not the only view. Another view recently advocated by archeologist
Dr. Asher Kaufman teaches that the archeological evidence indicates that the original temple mount is
located a short distance away from the Dome of the Rock. "Every ancient document describing the
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Temple placed the Eastern gate exactly on the east/west centerline of the Temple itself. The Dome of
the Rock is at least 150 meters south of that centerline...As I stepped off the Temple and its inner court
wall, I discovered that there was a 26-meter clearance from the Dome of the Rock's nearest point."1
This is a very exciting discovery in light of Bible prophecy. It indicates that the third Jewish temple
could be rebuilt without disturbing the Dome of the Rock at all.

Antichrist as the Mediator
If the Kaufman conjecture is accurate, two of the greatest religious artifacts of the world, the third
Jewish temple and the Dome of the Rock, may one day stand side by side of one another. Even if the
Jews attempt to rebuild the temple in Jerusalem without disturbing the Dome of the Rock, such an
action could cause the Jews to incur the wrath of the surrounding Muslim countries. According to the
Islamic faith, Jerusalem is the third holiest city in the Muslim religion. As previously mentioned, it is
believed that Jerusalem is the city where the prophet Mohammed supposedly ascended back to Allah.
Thus, the more the Jews cause Jerusalem to look like a Jewish city, the more they run the risk of being
attacked by the surrounding Islamic fundamentalists. This explains why any Jewish attempt to rebuild
the temple may result in a holy war.
Therefore, it is commonly believed that the Jews will be able to rebuild their temple only after the
Antichrist comes to power and begins to rule the world. Only the Antichrist will have the skill, power,
and charisma necessary to peacefully mediate the differences between the Jews and the Muslims so as
to allow the Jews to rebuild their temple next to the Dome of the Rock without causing a holy war (Dan
9:27a; 1 Thess 5:3a; Rev 6:2). The actual work of rebuilding the Jewish temple will thus most probably
commence during the first half of the Tribulation period. While much of this is speculation, we do know
for certain that the temple must be standing at the midpoint of the Tribulation period so that the
Antichrist can desecrate it.

What Will Happen to the Third Temple?
The first temple was destroyed by the Babylonians (2 Kgs 25:9) in 586 B.C. The second temple was
destroyed by the Romans (Matthew 24:2) in A.D. 70. The Scripture does not specifically indicate what
will happen to the third temple. Some believe that it will be destroyed as the judgment of God is
poured out upon the world during the second half of the Tribulation period. Others believe that it will
be preserved and eventually cleansed and dedicated in preparation for the millennial temple (Dan
12:11). However, beyond this third temple, a fourth temple is predicted. My next article will briefly
examine this coming fourth temple as well as briefly discuss the metaphorical temples God indwells in
the present Church Age. To be continued…
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